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Abstract
Fungi are highly important biotic components of terrestrial ecosystems, but we still have a very limited understanding
about their diversity and distribution. This data article releases a global soil fungal dataset of the Global Soil Mycobiome
consortium (GSMc) to boost further research in fungal diversity, biogeography and macroecology. The dataset comprises
722,682 fungal operational taxonomic units (OTUs) derived from PacBio sequencing of full-length ITS and 18S-V9 variable
regions from 3200 plots in 108 countries on all continents. The plots are supplied with geographical and edaphic metadata.
The OTUs are taxonomically and functionally assigned to guilds and other functional groups. The entire dataset has been
corrected by excluding chimeras, index-switch artefacts and potential contamination. The dataset is more inclusive in terms
of geographical breadth and phylogenetic diversity of fungi than previously published data. The GSMc dataset is available
over the PlutoF repository.
Keywords Soil fungi · Global dataset · PacBio sequencing · Fungal richness
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Soil microorganisms such as bacteria, archaea, fungi and
protists play integral roles in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystem functioning. In particular, fungi act as the main decomposers of organic material and regulators of the abundance
of other organisms as, e.g., mutualists, pathogens or producers of antibiotics (Bahram et al. 2018). In terrestrial
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ecosystems, mycorrhizal fungi colonize the roots of vascular plants and provide water and mineral nutrients to their
hosts (Smith and Read 2008). Lichenized fungi associated
with green algae and/or cyanobacteria form an important
component of the soil biocrusts in drylands and cold deserts,
developing a suitable habitat for other soil biota (Asplund
and Wardle 2017). Fungal species and higher taxonomic
groups differ greatly in their ecological functions (Põlme
et al. 2020; Zanne et al. 2020); therefore, knowledge about
fungal taxonomy and functional grouping is essential for
understanding their potential activity.
Despite the great ecological importance of various fungal guilds, there are major knowledge gaps about the global
distribution of fungal taxa. This is mostly due to the poor
sample coverage of tropical countries and certain difficultto-access regions of large countries such as the polar regions
of Russian Federation, Canada and Antarctica. The advent
of high-throughput sequencing (HTS) has enabled researchers to explore the global distribution of fungi or specific
fungal phyla based on datasets of a few hundred unevenly
distributed sampling sites (Tedersoo et al. 2014; Davison
et al. 2015, 2021; Maestre et al. 2015; Egidi et al. 2019).
Vetrovsky et al. (2020) compiled HTS data from > 100 individual HTS-based studies (including soil and other terrestrial substrates) in the GlobalFungi (GF) database. Based on
their analyses, the authors proposed that temperature-related
variables are the key drivers of soil fungal diversity (Vetrovsky et al. 2019) and estimated global fungal richness to be
around 6 million species (Baldrian et al. 2021). However, GF
has the following disadvantages: (1) the major geographical
gaps remain; (2) it comprises short-read DNA sequence data
from ITS1 and ITS2 subregions; (3) the included studies
employ different sampling and analytical procedures, compromising their comparability; (4) some data stem from
older studies using 454 sequencing (e.g., Tedersoo et al.
2014) and are of poor quality by modern standards; (5)
although automatically checked for chimeras and arranged
into sequence variants (SVs; Callahan et al. 2016), the data
are principally raw and unchecked for other artefacts such as
index switches and contamination, which may greatly affect
diversity analyses.
Here, we publish and describe a dataset of the Global Soil
Mycobiome consortium (GSMc), which offers the following benefits over previous public datasets and databases: (1)
the geographical breadth and number of individual samples
(> 125,000) are by far the greatest to date; (2) the molecular
barcode covers the entire ITS region and the V9 variable
region of the 18S rRNA gene, which taken together provide
a much greater species-level taxonomic resolution as well
as phylum-level and kingdom-level resolution compared to
the ITS1 and ITS2 subregions alone (Tedersoo et al. 2021);
(3) the samples have been collected and processed following
the same protocol; (4) molecular analyses including PCR,
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library preparation and HTS have been performed in single
central laboratories (Mycology and Microbiology Center,
University of Tartu; and Norwegian Sequencing Centre,
University of Oslo); (5) the data are carefully quality-filtered by checking for potential chimeras and contaminants
manually for each of the 61 sequencing runs. Furthermore,
the dataset is equipped with up-to-date taxonomic and functional annotations and metadata, allowing the possibility of
re-interpretation by the users. The dataset is freely available
to all researchers in a principally ready-to-use form (i.e.,
requires formatting of non-numerical values and missing
data according to specific programs). These data are released
to facilitate incorporation of soil fungi into macroecological analyses and boost understanding of the diversity and
distribution of these microbes, topics that have lagged far
behind similar studies in macroorganisms (Xu et al. 2020;
Guerra et al. 2021).

Methods
Sampling and sample pre‑processing
The GSMc was formed in 2015 to increase the geographical
and habitat type coverage of a previous global soil fungal
survey (Tedersoo et al. 2014). We invited the participants of
the latter study and other colleagues to participate in GSMc
by collecting and pre-processing fresh samples according to
relevant national legislations. Around 10% of the initially
contacted researchers provided material.
The GSMc participants were supplied with a detailed protocol for conducting sampling in various vegetation types
(Tedersoo et al. 2014; Item S1) and securing necessary permissions. In brief, 40 soil cores (5 cm diam. to 5 cm depth)
were collected from a 50 m × 50 m square plot or 56 m diam.
circular plot (2500 m
 2). The individual cores were collected
in pairs (2–3 m apart) on the opposite sides of a randomly
selected tree (in forests) or randomly selected locations (in
non-forested ecosystems) at least 8 m away from other sampling locations and evenly covering the plot. Roughly an
equal volume (approximately one quarter of the total volume) from each soil core were pooled, followed by mixing
and air-drying within 24 h. The dried samples were placed
into ZipLock plastic bags and homogenised by vigorous rubbing of the plastic bags, after which approximately 30–50 g
of the finest material was transferred into a new bag (through
a hole cut into the bottom of the ZipLock bag). This material
was then either subjected to DNA extraction in the contributor’s laboratory (using the methods described below) or was
shipped to the University of Tartu along with silica gel. In
total, sampling covered 3251 plots in 110 countries from all
continents (Fig. 1; Table S1).
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Fig. 1  Geographical distribution of 3200 sampling plots (purple dots)

Molecular analyses
DNA was extracted from 2.0 g of homogenised dry soil
using the PowerMax Soil DNA Isolation kit (Qiagen,
Carlsbad, CA, United States) following the manufacturer’s
instructions. The DNA extracts were further purified using
the FavorPrepTM Genomic DNA Clean-Up kit (Favorgen,
Vienna, Austria). PCR reactions were performed using
the universal eukaryote primers ITS9mun and ITS4ngsuni (Tedersoo and Lindahl 2016; Tedersoo and Anslan
2019). These primers amplify nearly all known eukaryotes
and all fungi excluding the Microsporidea (mismatches
in ITS4ngsUni) and with potentially minor primer bias
against Tulasnellaceae and Archaeorhizomycetes (one
central mismatch; Tedersoo and Anslan 2019). The latter groups were, nonetheless, represented by hundreds of
operational taxonomic units (OTUs) in our dataset. Both
forward and reverse primers were equipped with the same
12-base index out of 115 combinations to minimise the
risk of index switching (Table S2).

For amplification, the PCR mixture comprised 5 µl of
5 × HOT FIREPol Blend Master Mix (Solis Biodyne,
Tartu, Estonia), 0.5 µl of each forward and reverse primer
(20 mM), 1 µl of DNA extract and 18 µl ddH2O. Thermal
cycling included an initial denaturation at 95 °C for 15 min;
25–30 cycles of denaturation for 30 s at 95 °C, annealing for
30 s at 57 °C, elongation for 1 min at 72 °C; final elongation at 72 °C for 10 min; and storage at 4 °C. The duplicate
PCR products were pooled and the presence of a 600–800
bp DNA band was checked on a 1% agarose gel. Samples
yielding no visible PCR product were reamplified using 28
or 30 cycles (Tedersoo et al. 2020a). DNA concentrations
were measured for a small subset of the amplicons using
Qubit 3.0 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Chicago, USA). Based
on the correlations of Qubit measurements and amplicon
band strength on a gel, we varied the quantity of amplicons
(1–10 µl) for library preparation.
The pooled amplicons were shipped to the Norwegian
Sequencing Centre at the University of Oslo for library preparation and sequencing. PacBio SMRTbell libraries were
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prepared following the manufacturer’s instructions (Pacific
Biosciences, Palo Alto, USA) and sequenced on a Sequel
II instrument using Sequel II Binding kit 2.1, sequencing
chemistry 2.0, loading by diffusion, movie time of 15 h and
pre-extension time of 20 min. The samples producing < 2000
reads were re-amplified and re-sequenced. In total, sequencing was performed on 61 SMRT cells. In some of these
libraries and SMRT cells, other non-GSMc samples were
included, which does not allow raw statistics for the GSMc
samples to be reported.

Bioinformatics
Circular consensus sequences were generated using SMRT
Tools v.9.0.0.92188 (PacBio) with default settings: minimum number of passes = 3 and minimum accuracy = 0.99.
The FastQ-formatted output files were demultiplexed into
samples based on the information of 12 bp primer index
sequences using the software LIMA v.2.0.0 (PacBio) with
the ‘–min-score 93’ option to improve the precision of index
identification. Sequence processing was performed using
seqkit v.0.16.0 (Shen et al. 2016).
Across all samples, we compiled unique sequences and
subjected these to ITS region extraction using the software
ITSxpress v.1.8.0 (Rivers et al. 2018). All reads possessing > 1 ambiguous nucleotide or > 2 expected errors (Edgar
and Flyvbjerg 2015) were removed prior to clustering.
Within each sample, chimeras were checked against the
updated UNITE 9.1 beta dataset containing 920,399 reads
(available at https://doi.org/10.15156/BIO/1444285). In
this reference, taxonomy was re-checked by experts using
ca. 80 person hours, taxonomically unidentified reads were
removed, taxonomically identified reads from INSDc and
UNITE (Nilsson et al. 2019) were added, taxonomically
identified long reads (Tedersoo et al. 2020b; unpublished
data) were added. Reference-based chimeras were detected
using VSEARCH v.2.17.0 (Rognes et al. 2016), and removed
when found. De novo chimeras were marked as such, but
these were given the lowest priority for clustering. A manual
examination indicated that ca. 80% of the global, putatively
de novo chimeras were, in fact, false positives, and so they
were retained.
For clustering, we used the open reference method by
including all Sanger-derived ITS sequences in the UNITE
database, including INSDc (update from 11.02.2021). These
UNITE-INSDc sequences were subjected to similar quality
filtering and ITS region extraction procedures as described
above. Clustering was performed using a 98% sequence
similarity threshold with VSEARCH. Our initial analysis
suggested that sequence order was critical for formation of
high-quality OTUs. To prevent formation of clusters with
potentially low-quality reads acting as seeds, we used the
VSEARCH options ‘–cluster_smallmem –usersort’ and
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prioritized sequences as follows: (1) trimmed, high-quality
UNITE-INSDc and GSMc sequences; (2) untrimmed, potentially partial sequences; and (3) GSMc sequences marked as
putatively de novo chimeras. The initial analysis revealed
that a careful selection of representative sequences is necessary to prevent low-quality sequences acting as references,
which would compromise the OTUs thus derived. Therefore,
we used the following order of preference for representative
sequences: (1) highest similarity to centroid; (2) recognized
as full-length ITS; and (3) recognized as non-chimeric. The
alternative, widely used amplicon sequence variant (ASV)
approach (Callahan et al. 2016) may not be suitable for fulllength ITS sequences because of random PCR errors and
the presence of multiple, usually highly similar, copies of
the ITS region in eukaryote genomes (Lindner et al. 2013).
Typically, the ASV approach tends to eliminate taxa that
are both rare and phylogenetically unique (Joos et al. 2020).
Furthermore, the ASV approach eliminated 21% more
sequences compared to the OTU approach (V. Mikryukov,
unpublished data). To produce a sample-by-OTU table,
sequences from the dereplicated samples were mapped to
OTUs using VSEARCH at 98% similarity with the options
‘–id 0.98 –iddef 2 –strand both’.
We removed all OTUs < 250 bases in length, which corresponds to the shortest full-length ITS sequences of Saccharomycetes and alveolates (Microsporidea may exhibit shorter
ITS sequences, but these were either absent or had been
removed during various filtering steps). Fungal OTUs displaying the ITS region < 350 bases were all screened for the
presence of the highly conserved 5.8S rRNA motif “CGA
TGAAG”. OTUs without this motif were removed (except
the phylum-level clade GS01 that has mutations in this
motif) as partial reads (Tedersoo et al. 2017). A small proportion of OTUs was represented by partial ITS sequences
(at least one of the ITS subregions and 5.8S rRNA genes present). Notably, some other OTUs were represented by ITS
sequences that also contained a part of the flanking gene.
Taxonomic assignment of OTUs was performed using
BLAST + 2.11.0 (Camacho et al. 2009) by running MegaBLAST queries of representative OTU sequences against the
updated UNITE 9.1 beta reference dataset. These taxonomic
assignments were checked against the 10 best MegaBLAST
hits. Accordingly, we set the following taxon-specific thresholds: kingdom, e max = e−50; phylum, e max = e−55 to e−80;
class, emax = e−70 to e−100; order, e max = e−80 to e−120; genus,
sequence similarity to the best match > 85–95% (Table S3).
In general, lower thresholds were set for phyla comprising
unicellular fungi and groups with divergent ITS sequences;
higher thresholds were set for selected ascomycete groups
displaying both low ITS sequence divergence and vigorous
splitting of classes into orders and genera. At the kingdom
level, OTUs best matching to Fungi or unspecified kingdoms
at e < e−50 were re-studied by custom BLAST + searches
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(Tedersoo et al. 2020a) against a smaller reference dataset
(https://doi.org/10.15156/BIO/1444347) that was populated
with a single representative sequence per 1.5% SH and representative sequences of fungi and other eukaryotes (OTUs
with e-values ranging from e −60 to e −100 to the best-hitting
reference) from this dataset. If the five best matches were
fungi, the corresponding OTUs were included in the fungal
kingdom. For OTUs not classified to any kingdom or fungal
phylum based on the above criteria, we performed an additional MegaBLAST analysis using the 18S V9 subregion as
a target using both the UNITE 9.1 beta reference dataset and
the SILVA 138.1 18S dataset (Quast et al. 2013). Based on
the 10 best hits, we established similar e-value thresholds
for the V9 matches (Table S3).
We used the taxonomic ranks genera, orders and phyla
to present our findings, because these are typically the most
well-defined and robust levels in fungal systematics. We
acknowledge that the 98% sequence similarity criterion
used for OTU delimitation represents an overall compromise across taxonomic groups, resulting in splitting species
of non-Dikarya and lumping of certain species-rich groups
of Ascomycota orders with slowly evolving ITS region (e.g.,
certain families in Helotiales, Hypocreales, Eurotiales and
Sordariales of the Ascomycota, but also Hymenogastraceae
and Cortinariaceae of the Basidiomycota; Visagie et al.
2014; Garnica et al. 2016). Using current bioinformatics
developments, it is very laborious to apply different clustering thresholds to various fungal groups. Furthermore, in
most cases, this information is poorly known. Taxonomy and
classification of fungi follows Tedersoo et al. (2018a) and
Wijayawardene et al. (2020). The taxonomical results were
visualized as a Krona chart using KronaTools 2.8 (Ondov
et al. 2011).
The OTUs marked as chimeric based on the de novo
method and those represented by a single sequence (singletons) were studied in greater detail. Typically, singletons or
OTUs represented by < 5 or < 10 reads are removed from
metabarcoding studies, but this may result in the loss of up
to two thirds of the biologically relevant information (Balint
et al. 2016). A randomly selected set of 1000 sequences of
putative chimeras was subjected to manual BLASTn queries
against INSDc to search for patterns in the combination of
best match coverage and sequence similarity indicative of
chimeric origin (Nilsson et al. 2012). The analyses revealed
that de novo chimeras were restricted to sequences with
global abundance of up to 10 reads and frequency in up to
three samples. Chimeras between the same dominant species may develop several times independently; if the chimera break point is located anywhere in the 5.8S region,
the reads are similar enough to cluster into the same OTU.
Commonly, putatively chimeric OTUs had unexpectedly
long ITS sequences. We therefore also tested whether only
the reference sequence was chimeric by selecting another
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reference sequence (the length of which was as close as possible to the median length of the sequences in that OTU
and had the greatest abundance) for a new MegaBLAST
search. In around half of the cases, this secondary reference
was of regular length and displayed no evidence of a chimeric nature. This indicates that in the case of non-singleton
OTUs, chimerism is commonly related only to the reference
sequence. Hence, when selecting representative sequences,
the longest reads should be avoided. We also observed that
true chimeras typically have partial matches to the reference
sequence, restricted to either side (but not the central part)
of the read, with chimeric breakpoints commonly situated
in the subregions. Such OTUs with non-central disruptions
in alignments were removed when they exhibited a partial
match at > 93% sequence similarity. We removed all singletons that were indicated as putatively chimeric or that had
any ambiguous nucleotide.
Functional annotation of OTUs (trophic strategies and
life forms) was performed at the level of genera for most
fungal guilds using FungalTraits 1.3 (Põlme et al. 2020). We
also used order-level annotation of certain life history traits
(e.g., life form and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi) when this
was unequivocal for the entire order. Because many fungal
genera comprise both ectomycorrhizal (EcM) and non-EcM
taxa (e.g. Hyaloscypha, Ramaria and Serendipita), EcM
fungi were additionally annotated at the level of sequence
accessions based on information accumulated in UNITE.
For EcM fungi, we generated taxon-specific e-value thresholds (Table S3) by utilizing information from 10 best blast
hits, with additional guidance based on taxon occurrences
in non-EcM habitats. Using functional annotations, we calculated the relative abundance of moulds (Umbelopsidales,
Mortierellales, Mucorales, Aspergillaceae, Trichocomaceae
and Trichoderma) to evaluate the relative quality of samples.
High proportions of sequences from moulds are suggestive
of sample degradation (Tedersoo et al. 2020a). We also calculated the relative abundance of all EcM fungi and of the
/suillus-rhizopogon lineage and Mesophelliaceae (/hysterangium lineage) that are indicative of Pinaceae and Australian hosts (mainly Myrtaceae), respectively. The relative
abundance of these groups and control samples were used
as indicators of contamination, especially in plots where
such EcM host plants are known to be absent. Samples with
an estimated level of contamination of > 1% were removed
from the dataset. Positive controls and single occurrences of
contaminants were manually removed on a library by library
case. To remove potential index switches, we removed all
single occurrences and double occurrences in individual
samples if the OTU total abundance exceeded 99 or 999,
respectively, in the particular sequencing library (equivalent to 0.63% reads). Putatively uncontaminated replicates
of the same samples in different libraries (4512 out of 4680)
were pooled. However, samples with < 1000 reads (including
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non-fungal eukaryotes) were excluded, because samples
with low sequencing depth tended to accumulate a relatively
higher proportion of artefacts. Altogether 51 (1.6%) of the
initial 3,251 samples were removed. Subsequently, OTUs
classified as non-fungi and artefactual were removed to limit
the GSMc dataset to fungi.

Comparisons among databases
We compared the taxonomic richness and phylogenetic
coverage of fungal phyla and orders of GSMc to the most
recent versions of UNITE-INSDc (as of 11.02.2021) and
GlobalFungi (GF; accessed 19.03.2021; soil data subset
used in Baldrian et al. 2021). The UNITE-INSDc dataset
was compared to GSMc for both full-length ITS and the
ITS2 subregion. From GF, we requested only sequences
corresponding to the ITS2 subset of OTUs assigned to the
fungal kingdom (as published in Baldrian et al. 2021); therefore, we compared GSMc and GF only for the ITS2 subregion. To generate an ITS2-only version of the GSMc and
UNITE + INSD datasets, we extracted the ITS2 subregion
from all sequences that had passed the initial quality control
for full-length ITS analyses. To provide a fair comparison
to GF, we clustered the sequences from all datasets combined at 97% sequence similarity, ran BLAST + against our
updated reference database, and considered the matches with
e-values of < e−50 as fungi (cf. Baldrian et al. 2021). We
anticipate that slight differences between blast parameters
and reference databases affect the e-value of the best match
and identification decision.

Results
Taxonomic coverage
Demultiplexing of the 61 libraries yielded 30,043,967
sequences assigned to GSMc samples. Further quality
filtering recovered 17,899,467 reads for clustering and
20,331,906 reads for mapping to OTUs. Clustering at the
98% sequence similarity threshold produced 1,251,637
OTUs including 709,791 singletons. Reference-based and
de novo algorithms collectively suggested that 30,233 nonsingleton (4.8%) and 59,855 singleton (10.5%) OTUs were
putative chimeras. Based on additional checking and filtering (see Methods), 2.4% non-singleton and 10.2% singleton
OTUs were regarded as chimeric, partial or of low quality,
and were therefore removed. We acknowledge that multiple
chimeric OTUs most likely remain in the dataset and many
high-quality OTUs may be represented by sequences that are
incomplete or contain flanking rRNA genes.
Of all 1,157,667 quality-filtered OTUs (18,782,650
reads), Fungi dominated (722,682 OTUs, 62.4%), followed
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by the kingdoms Alveolata (175,265, 15.1%), Metazoa
(75,139, 6.5%), Rhizaria (34,376, 3.0%) and Viridiplantae
(31,329, 2.7%) (Fig. 2a). Fungi also dominated in terms of
sequence abundance (14,391,752 reads, 76.6%), followed by
Alveolata (11.4%). The additional analysis of the V9 region
enabled us to resolve roughly one half of the taxa that were
not assigned to kingdoms and phyla based on the full-length
ITS region alone. The 18S-V9 region was particularly useful
for identification of certain taxonomic groups for which ITS
reference data are scarce in public databases (e.g., Nucleariae, Amoebozoa and minor kingdoms of Excavata). Altogether 7.4% of the OTUs and 2.7% of the reads could not
be assigned to any eukaryote kingdom. Based on the best
matches of ITS and 18S-V9 regions, most of these unknowns
probably represent Apicomplexa (Alveolata), invertebrates
(Metazoa), Rozellomycota (Fungi) and Amoebozoa.
Of the GSMc fungal OTUs, 393,375 (54.4%) were singletons and 329,307 (45.6%) were represented by more than
one sequence. Fungi were relatively more common among
non-singletons (71.9%) than singletons (56.2%), suggesting
that fungi are relatively better covered by our data compared
to other eukaryote groups. Regarding the fungal singletons,
29,117 (7.4%) of the OTUs were also found in the other fulllength ITS datasets analysed in parallel.
In the fungal kingdom, Ascomycota (330,054 OTUs,
45.7%) and Basidiomycota (204,667, 28.3%) dominated,
followed by Rozellomycota (37,046, 5.1%), Glomeromycota (22,361, 3.1%) and Chytridiomycota (19,794, 2.7%)
in terms of OTU richness (Fig. 2b). However, Basidiomycota (42.8%), Ascomycota (41.0%) and Mortierellomycota
(6.2%) harboured the greatest number of reads. Overall,
7.1% of the fungal OTUs, representing 1.4% of the total
number of reads, could not be assigned to any phylum. At
the order level, Agaricales (59,385 OTUs, 8.2%), Helotiales
(42,177, 5.8%) and Thelephorales (42,080, 5.8%) were the
most OTU-rich groups (Figs. 3, 4). The genera Tomentella
(34,202 OTUs, 4.7%), Penicillium (20,893, 2.9%) and Russula (15,784, 2.2%) comprised the greatest number of OTUs
(Figs. 3, 4).
In terms of functional guilds, EcM fungi, soil saprotrophs, unspecified saprotrophs and unspecified pathotrophs
were the most taxon-rich groups, represented by 124,616
(17.2%), 75,530 (10.5%), 49,521 (6.9%) and 43.758 (6.1%)
OTUs, respectively. Notably, 38.6% of the OTUs could not
be assigned to any functional guild. As mycorrhizal fungi are
relatively well-known, these unassigned taxa are expected to
mainly represent various saprotrophs and antagonists.

Plots
The GSMc plots are relatively evenly distributed globally,
covering 108 countries (two countries had only failed samples) and all continents. There was a comparatively high
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Fig. 2  Taxonomic distribution of fungi and fungal phyla in ITS-full (a–c) and ITS2 (d–f) datasets in the GSMc (a, b, e), UNITE-INSDc (c, f)
and GlobalFungi (d) databases. The overall proportion (%) of fungal OTUs is indicated below each graph

coverage in Estonia and Latvia due to multiple case studies. We achieved the lowest sampling coverage in East Asia,
Indo-Malaya, Pacific islands, Central Africa, the Canadian
Arctic and Siberia.
Quality-screening revealed that 130 DNA sample and
library combinations out of 4668 total combinations produced a low number of reads (< 1000 in total) and 38 were
suspected of contamination from the positive control, other
samples or an unknown source. DNA sequences from the
uncontaminated plot and library combinations were pooled
by plot, revealing information from 3200 plots. Combined
data from several libraries comprised on average 3832 fungal
reads (SD, 3075 reads) and 748 OTUs (SD, 401 OTUs) per
plot. The most deeply sequenced samples harboured > 2000
fungal OTUs.

The Global Soil Mycobiome consortium dataset
The GSMc dataset of 3200 samples and 722,682 OTUs
has a matrix fill (connectance, non-zero values) of 0.006%.

Rarefaction analysis across all plots revealed a steady
increase in OTU richness. Ugland’s logarithmic extrapolator
(Ugland et al. 2003) predicted the presence of 1.15 million
and 1.53 million fungal OTUs at twofold greater sampling
depth (6400 plots) and at the depth of 10,000 plots, respectively (Fig. 5). We refrain from extrapolating further and
from estimating the global soil fungal richness because of
steep OTU accumulation and uncertainties in the quality of
singletons that play a key role in the accuracy of parametric
and non-parametric estimators (Bunge et al. 2014; Balint
et al. 2016).
The dataset is associated with abundant metadata.
Around 99% of the plots are tagged with precise sampling dates and geographical coordinates; for most others, the approximate coordinates are deduced from maps
if known at 0.1 degree precision or better. Based on the
description of plots and remote sensing, we established the
biome and type of land use. These custom biomes match
the local vegetation cover rather than geographically
delimited biomes (sensu Olson et al. 2001). In addition,
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Fig. 3  Taxonomic profile of the Ascomycota component in the samples based on a Krona chart. The figure can be interactively expanded at
https://doi.org/10.15156/BIO/1436941

we supplement data on soil total phosphorus and nitrogen content and δ15N values for 15N to 14N isotopic ratio
relative to a standard (Tedersoo et al. 2014). We provide
information about whether the vegetation of the plot was
considered native or non-native and the last reported burn.
We also note differences to the original protocol (e.g.,
number of subsamples and plot area) and provide warning
for samples that may have compromised quality (e.g., high
mould abundance or potential contaminants).

13

Discussion
Taxonomy
The GSMc dataset comprises 722,682 fungal OTUs, exceeding the full-length ITS sequence data from the combined
UNITE-INSDc dataset (820,138 fungal sequences classified
into 125,363 OTUs) by six-fold. It also surpasses, by an
order of magnitude, the Tedersoo et al. (2014) dataset that

Fungal Diversity (2021) 111:573–588
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Fig. 4  Taxonomic profile of the Basidiomycota components in the samples based on a Krona chart. The figure can be interactively expanded at
https://doi.org/10.15156/BIO/1436941

relied on the now-obsolete 454 sequencing technique of the
ITS2 region (963,458 sequences classified into 80,486 OTUs
including unfiltered singletons). The GSMc and UNITEINSDc datasets share 47,310 fungal OTUs, corresponding
to 6.5% of the GSMc OTUs and 37.7% of the UNITE-INSDc
OTUs. The UNITE-INSDc dataset tends to lack a relatively
higher proportion of non-Dikarya. Conversely, a majority of
the OTUs missing from the GSMc dataset (but abundant in

UNITE-INSDc) include various vertebrate pathogens and
lichenized fungi, and also several plant pathogenic species
of Colletotrichum, suggesting that soil sampling does not
necessarily capture obligate biotrophs unrelated to the soil
environment.
We compared the taxonomic profile of the GSMc full ITS
data to the ITS2 data subset based on the clustering parameters and identification thresholds recommended for the
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Fig. 5  Plot-based rarefaction and extrapolation (dashed line) curve of
OTU accumulation with increasing spatiotemporal sampling depth

GlobalFungi (GF) dataset (Baldrian et al. 2021). The GSMc
ITS2 subset comprised 435,192 fungal OTUs (12,909,562
reads), 39.8% less than the full ITS dataset. We attribute the
lower fungal richness of the GSMc ITS2 subset to a much
lower capacity of kingdom-level identification of distantly
related OTUs, which is particularly evident in Rozellomycota and other non-Dikarya (Fig. 2b, e). For example, Zoopagomycota and the clade BCG2 (cf. Tedersoo et al. 2017)
had > tenfold greater richness based on the full ITS region
compared to the ITS2 subregion. Conversely, the greater
OTU richness of UNITE-INSDc ITS2 sequences reflects a
much higher proportion of reads passing the quality filtering
and poor clustering of short reads (Tedersoo et al. 2018b).
Comparisons between the GSMc and GF datasets are
hampered by the heterogeneous nature of the data in the
latter (i.e., different sampling and molecular analysis protocols), as well as differences between the datasets in bioinformatics protocols. When reanalyzed following the
options of Baldrian et al. (2021), the ITS2 subsets of GSMc,
UNITE and GF (as in Baldrian et al. 2021) comprised
435,192 (12,909,562 reads), 102,563 (805,278) and 951,833
(193,411,059) fungal OTUs, respectively. The GSMc and
GF dataset comprise 5537 (SD, 3686) and 20,832 (47,104)
reads, and 1037 (556) and 716 (1274) OTUs, respectively.
Taxonomic comparison of fungal phyla among the GSMc,
UNITE-INSDc and GF datasets revealed unexpected differences (Fig. 2d–f). The relative proportion and richness of
many non-Dikarya lineages was much greater in the GSMc
dataset compared to the other datasets. For example, the relative and absolute richness of the fungal phyla GS01, Zoopagomycota, Entomophthoromycota, Blastocladiomycota
and Kickxellomycota were > tenfold greater in the GSMc
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dataset than in the GF dataset based on the ITS2 data. This
can be explained by various sampling and analytical biases.
First, species classified in these groups do not form fruiting
bodies and mycorrhizas that are common isolation sources
in UNITE-INSDc. Second, the classical primers used for
fungal metabarcoding may have substantial biases against
several groups of non-Dikarya. Third, and perhaps most
importantly, ITS1 and ITS2 reads of many non-Dikarya
are insufficient for reliable classification due to the lack of
properly annotated reference sequences (Heeger et al. 2019;
Tedersoo et al. 2020b).
As judged from the ITS2 subset, GSMc, UNITE and GF
had a surprisingly low proportion of overlapping fungal
OTUs. Interestingly, GSMc and UNITE tended to share a
higher proportion of taxa compared with GF, despite the fact
that both GSMc and GF data include samples from Tedersoo
et al. (2014). At the level of genus, it was evident that many
taxa such as Laccaria and Ruhlandiella display enormous
OTU richness in GF (Fig. 6c–f), while other taxa, for example Coemansia and Conidiobolus, are absent (Fig. 6g–j).
The ultra-high OTU richness of genera with relatively low
known species richness may reflect uneven data quality in
GF, as a large proportion of these records are derived from
single-end Illumina reads from an individual study. Conversely, the absence of specific taxa can be attributable to
PCR and primer biases as well as the length bias of Illumina
library preparation (Sato et al. 2019). In the GSMc dataset,
multiple genera were found to have full-length ITS regions
of over 1000 bases (e.g., Leccinum, Cantharellus, Balsamia,
Piptocephalis, Spizellomyces p.parte and Entoloma p.parte).
These taxa may be very difficult to retrieve using short-read
sequencing when considering the technical biases and their
capacity to sequence up to at most some 590-base amplicons
(including indexes and primers).

The Global Soil Mycobiome consortium dataset
The GSMc dataset includes 3200 composite samples
(127,263 samples) from 3084 sites with unique geographical coordinates and 108 countries, surpassing our previous
effort (Tedersoo et al. 2014) by an order of magnitude. The
ITS2 data subset of GF (Baldrian et al. 2021) comprises
10,561 entries that represent nearly 95,000 samples and
3097 plots (63 countries) with a unique geocode, being
roughly comparable in size. The GF dataset has relatively
more dense sampling in Australia (data from Bissett et al.
2016) and China (multiple studies). Conversely, the GSMc
sample coverage is relatively greater in Africa, South and
Central America, North Europe, East Asia, Central Asia and
the Pacific islands. Both datasets exhibit poor coverage of
the Canadian Arctic and Indo-Malayan regions.
The GSMc dataset is ready-to-use for macroecological
analyses after considering exclusion of samples of relatively
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Fig. 6  Venn diagrams indicating unique and shared operational taxonomic units (OTUs) based on the ITS-full (a) and ITS2 (b–j) datasets of the GSMc (orange), UNITE-INSDc (green) and GlobalFungi
(blue) databases. In c–j, the most strongly conflicting taxonomic

groups are indicated. The relative abundance of unique and shared
taxa is proportionally indicated in the area of Venn ellipses. Percent
values < 0.2 are not indicated

low sequencing depth, high mould content and non-standard
sample size (Table S1). Use of these data requires essentially no taxonomic or molecular ecological expertise. The
GSMc data have been analysed with specifically optimised
bioinformatics workflows accounting for the specific amplicon, indices and primers used. Taxonomic and functional
annotations were provided by experts using specifically

updated taxonomic and functional reference databases. The
matrices have been manually curated to remove problematic
samples and potentially contaminating OTUs. Conversely,
the GF database is available upon reasonable request from its
authors (although indicated as fully accessible over the web)
and requires the user to sort specific bioinformatics data on a
case-by-case basis. In addition, the taxonomic and functional
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annotations require specific handling. In GF, problematic
samples and index switch artefacts have not been removed,
and these may impact downstream analyses. Furthermore,
analyses using GF require specific accounting for multiple
analytical variables such as volume and number of (sub)samples, DNA extraction methods, PCR primers and sequencing
technology, many of which are poorly documented in the
database.

Methodological considerations and limitations
In terms of methods, PacBio Sequel and Sequel II platforms
provide sequence data of unprecedented quality to support
full-length ITS or 18S-ITS marker gene analyses of fungi
that exhibit much-improved taxonomic resolution (Tedersoo
et al. 2021). Analysis of longer markers puts higher standards to both the initial DNA quality and bioinformatics quality-filtering due to higher rates of forming chimeras, incomplete reads and other artefacts. Our ongoing analyses with
GSMc data indicate that a few samples with exceptionally
high OTU richness (> 2000 OTUs) may harbour dominant
species (e.g., Tomentella sp.) that encompass hundreds of
OTUs, due potentially to the escape from concerted evolution. This phenomenon has been illustrated in analyses of
fruiting bodies (Lindner et al. 2013) and mycorrhizal root
tips (Tedersoo et al. 2010) and cannot be solved with current methods.
An anonymous referee pointed out that sampling top 5 cm
of soil has limitations. We agree that the top 5 cm is not representative of the entire soil profile, because fungal diversity
differs vertically (e.g. Lindahl et al. 2007). Nonetheless, our
sampling captured both the organic soil horizon and top mineral soil (except bogs), where most of the microbial biomass
and biodiversity is concentrated. Sampling to 10 or 20 cm
depth was considered unfeasible on a global scale, because
(1) deep sampling in rocky soils is virtually impossible; and
(2) soil chemical properties of topsoil are better correlated
with biodiversity, because the more dense deeper soil would
contribute disproportionately more to soil pH and chemical composition compared with the less dense organic-rich
horizons.
The main limitation of the GSMc dataset is its fixed
nature, because it is difficult to integrate more data into it.
However, further samples with full-length ITS sequences
will be added in the course of ongoing research that uses the
same sampling and analytical design or similar approaches.
Since all taxonomic and functional annotation details are
provided, users can easily check and improve the original
annotations at any taxonomic and functional level or at the
level of UNITE SHs. The numbers of fungal OTUs will
slightly change with more efficient algorithms for clustering and quality filtering and improved reference databases.
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Conclusions
Taken together, the GSMc dataset is the largest collection
of soil fungal distribution data obtained following standardised procedures. This fully open dataset has been rigorously curated for taxonomy, functional traits and supplemented with original, plot-associated metadata. We hope
that the GSMc dataset will boost our understanding of
fungal biogeography and the role of fungi in macroecological processes.
Supplementary Information The online version contains supplementary material available at https://d oi.o rg/1 0.1 007/s 13225-0 21-0 0493-7.
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Soil collection protocol for the Global Soil Mycobiome consortium project
1. Select sampling sites of differing habitat, approximately 0.25-ha (50 x 50m or circular: 28m diam.) that is very
little disturbed.
2. Record GPS coordinates & altitude for each site.
3. Record the relative basal area of all ECM host tree species and estimate their contribution to the basal area of all
trees (in %). For arctic/grassland/desert sites, give a rough estimation about EcM plant cover (arctic EcM plants
are Bistorta, Dryas, Salix, Betula, Kobresia – that’s it). Typically, the type of root symbiosis explains much of the
soil microbial community.
4. Within each site, select 20 random trees at least 8 m apart. For
arctic/grassland/desert sites, select vegetated “spots” 8 m apart.
5. Below each tree, collect two soil samples, 5 cm diam. & 5 cm deep, from
the opposite directions 1-1.5 m from the trunk, as follows (around
“spots” in arctic/grassland/desert sites, but include rhizosphere!):
6. Remove loose litter (fallen leaves) from points to be sampled.
7. Hammer a hard 5-cm inner diameter PVC pipe 5-6 cm into the ground. In
rocky sites, carve soil to a comparable depth and breadth with a knife
8. The sample should typically include both the organic and upper mineral
layer.
9. From the core thus obtained, pick about ¼ of soil from all sides and place it in a clean plastic bag. The remaining
part can be discarded.
10. Collect and pool all 40 soil cores into the same bag.
11. Remove coarse roots (>2 mm diam.) and stones.
12. Within 4 hours of collection, air dry the pooled samples in a dry place, (do not allow their temperature to rise
above 40° C). If not possible, freeze-drying and deep-freezing are alternatives (i.e., dry later in more optimal
conditions).
13. Make sure that samples are fully dried (no moisture is emitted when covered by plastic bag). After 24 hours, place
dried samples into a strong large ZipLoc bag, seal, and rub vigorously between two hands for 3 min. to rupture
soil into dust.
14. With the bag still closed, tip it so that one corner becomes empty.
15. Point that corner downwards and pinch off the bag to keep all soil above it.
16. Massage the bag gently, while opening your hands slightly, to allow about 30-50 of grams of the finest dust to fall
into the low corner.
17. Pinch off the bag to prevent the coarse material from falling into the fine dust.
18. Place the corner with fine soil dust into another ZipLoc bag, cut off the corner, and allow the dust to empty into
the new bag (the final sample).
19. Discard the corner, the first bag and its remaining soil (or keep it as a back-up).
20. Wrap ca 10-20 g Silica gel in a paper towel and add to the second bag with the collected fine dust.
21. Seal the bag and store gel-dried samples at room temperature for mailing.
Note: To avoid contaminating and cross-contaminating the samples, disposable gloves should be worn and changed each
time when handling soil from a different site. If gloves are unavailable, hands should be well washed before beginning
and each time soil from a different site is handled. Do secure all relevant permissions!
Please send all the samples as ‘fungal samples’, ‘geological samples’ or leave undeclared in the post office to:
Leho Tedersoo
University of Tartu
14A Ravila Street
50411 Tartu
Estonia

Standard protocol for DNA extraction

1. Distribute the finest soil material to one of the corners of a plastic bag. Cut off the corner and gently pour
the soil dust on a clean piece of paper or foil. Weigh 2.0 +/- 0.05 grams of soil and deliver this to the
DNA extraction tubes with grinding sand of MoBio PowerSoil kit (alternatively, put it to other tubes and
later distribute it to the tubes provided by the kit).
2. Follow the DNA extraction protocol of the MoBio kit, except in step 4: vortex 5 min at max speed
(instead of 10 min), followed by incubation at 60 °C for 10 min., and final vortex at max speed for 10
min. Continue following the original protocol.
3. Distribute the DNA extract into two tubes; keep one at -20 °C or -80 °C and a working solution at +4 °C.
4. To check the DNA amplificability, run PCR using any primer pair for a short product (400-800 bases)
using 30 cycles; e.g. primers ITS1-ITS4. Primers yielding visible broad band at expected length is
indicative of good quality. The lack of band and brownish colour indicates presence of inhibitors. Smear
of short DNA fragments indicates degraded DNA.
If you chose to extract DNA, please send the DNA samples to the address above.

